Heart summit is a condition in which the heart can’t pump enough blood to meet the body's needs. Heart summit does not mean that your heart has stopped or is about to stop working. It means that your heart is not able to pump blood the way it should. It can affect one or both sides of the heart.

The weakening of the heart’s pumping ability causes

- Blood and fluid to back up into the lungs
- The buildup of fluid in the feet, ankles and legs - called edema
- Tiredness and shortness of breath

The Heart summit Congress 2020 is an event that aims to explore the ways to innovate in the field of cardiology, and to find new catalysts for better industrial development at Tokyo, Japan on March 25-26, 2020. The conference will cardiologist with different specialties such as heart diases, cardiovascular, etc. Heart summit Congress will discuss on the topics such as heart rhythm problems, coronary artery disease, Heart summit, Heart Diagnosis & Devices, Cardiac Nursing and Healthcare, Pediatric & Geriatric Cardiology, Cardiovascular Toxicology and Pharmacology.

The purpose of this letter is to notify you, on behalf of the Organizing Committee, to participate at the upcoming Heart summit Congress for Next Generation at Tokyo, Japan during November 11-12, 2020. Heart summit congress 2020 brings together leading scientists, engineers, directors of companies in the field of ‘Cardiology’ to exchange information on their latest research progress. The main theme of the conference is “Collegial interaction and scientific exchange for optimal cardiovascular health” which covers a wide range of critically important sessions.

The overall goal of this conference is to look at rising trends and evidence-based methods also as up to date best practices leading to guideline-driven, sensible cardiovascular bar and management for patients with cardiovascular disease.

A cardiologist is a doctor who specializes in the studies of heart failure & its functions & also diagnosis, treatment and preventing diseases related to heart failure and blood vessels. You might also visit a cardiologist so you can learn about your risk factors for heart failure and find out what measures you can take for better heart health. Cardiology could be a field that is ever-changing speedily, New technologies as drug-eluting stents, assist devices for ventricle, and novel inflammatory markers, and imaging modalities like resonance imaging and 3D echocardiography.